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Abstract. We extended our existing methods for entity normalisation
as part of our contribution to the Disease Named Entity Recognition and
Normalisation subtask of the Chemical-Disease Relation (CDR) track of
BioCreative V. Our newly proposed approach is based on the incorporation of semantics in two ways: (1) by adding corpus-derived semantic
variants to the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) vocabulary, and (2)
through automatic translation of medical root words and affixes to potential variants. Results of the official evaluation of our methods show
that the combination of both means for semantic enrichment gives us
optimal performance on the disease name normalisation task, obtaining
an F-score of 85.56%, with precision of 89.51% and recall of 81.94%. We
have made our methods available in the form of a BioC-compliant Web
service.
Key words: Disease name recognition, Normalisation, String similarity,
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1

Introduction

Relationships between chemical entities and diseases are crucial to the discovery
of new drugs [5] as well as the understanding of adverse drug reactions [11].
However, the extraction of this type of relationship has not gained much attention from the biomedical text mining community compared to other types,
e.g., protein-protein, gene-drug interactions [7, 20]. Aiming to foster the development of advanced methods for automatic chemical-disease relation extraction
from literature, the Chemical-Disease Relation (CDR) track has been organised
as part of the Fifth BioCreative Challenge Evaluation [23]. It consists of two
subtasks: Disease Named Entity Recognition and Normalisation (DNER), and
Chemical-induced Diseases relation extraction (CID). The first subtask called
for the automatic recognition of disease mentions in PubMed abstracts, as well
as the assignment of Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) identifiers [19] to these
mentions. The second one, meanwhile, focussed on the extraction of mention
pairs denoting the drug-induces-disease type of relation. In both subtasks, participants were asked to make their methods available as Web services complying
either with the PubTator [22] or BioC [9] format.
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The remainder of this paper discusses the methods we developed as part
of our contribution to the DNER subtask. While the automatic identification of
entity types such as genes/proteins and chemical molecules has already advanced
[24, 15], the recognition and normalisation of disease mentions has remained a
challenge, with only a handful of tools and resources having been developed
thus far [17]. This can be attributed to the high variability with which disease
mentions may appear in text, as well as the limited amount of available gold
standard data [12]. In this work, we took a supervised approach for disease name
recognition based on the training of conditional random fields (CRF) models [16].
For disease name normalisation, we extended existing string similarity-based
methods by: (1) automatically compiling a semantically enriched version of the
MeSH vocabulary, and (2) generating potential semantic variants by translating
Greek or Latin medical root words and affixes.

2

Systems description and methods

The following describes our methods for disease name recognition and normalisation. We begin by providing an overview of our CRF-based approach to disease
name recognition, and then proceed to outlining our strategy for normalisation
of mentions against MeSH entries.
2.1

Disease name recognition

We cast named entity recognition as a sequence labelling task, in which individual tokens of the text are assigned labels according to the begin-inside-outside
(BIO) encoding scheme. To facilitate the representation of our textual data in
this manner, the corpora we exploited were first processed by the LingPipe sentence splitter [1] which segmented each document into sentences. These in turn
were decomposed into tokens by the OSCAR4 Tokeniser [13], which were then
assigned lemmatised forms as well as part-of-speech (POS) and chunk tags by
the GENIA Tagger [21].
We used the NERsuite package [3], an implementation of CRFs, to train and
apply models for sequence labelling. Each token was represented by a rich set
of lexical, orthographic and semantic features. These include, for example: (1)
two, three and four-character n-grams, (2) token, POS tag and lemma unigrams
and bigrams within a window of 3, (4) presence of special characters, (5) capitalisation and (6) matches against semantically relevant dictionaries. Selected
as sources of dictionary matches are the following controlled vocabularies or
databases: MeSH, the Disease Ontology [14], Online Mendelian Inheritance in
Man (OMIM) [4], the Comparative Toxicogenomics Database (CTD) [10] and
the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) [6].
2.2

Disease name normalisation

Several strategies for disease name normalisation were explored in this work.
As a baseline method, our own reformatted version of the MeSH dictionary
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Table 1: Number of unique names in each version of MeSH used. Only entries
under the Diseases and Psychiatry/Psychology subtrees of MeSH were included.
Source
Number of entries
MeSH
53,839
MeSH+CDR
55,315
MeSH+CDR+NCBI
56,596

names/synonyms (and corresponding identifiers) was compiled, in which each
entry has been transformed into a canonical representation based on the following
series of steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

conversion of all characters to lowercase
removal of stop words and punctuation
stemming of each remaining token
alphabetical re-ordering of tokens

The same transformation was performed on each disease mention occurring in
text. To determine the MeSH identifier that should be assigned to the mention,
the resulting canonical form is used to query our compiled dictionary to fetch the
most similar strings according to the Jaro-Winker distance measure [8]. If the
similarity score between the mention and a dictionary string is above a predefined
threshold of 0.80, the latter is considered a candidate match. This, however,
resulted in the retrieval of several candidates having the same score. We thus
additionally applied the Levenshtein distance measure [8] in order to induce a
more informative ranking of the candidates, based on which the candidate with
the smallest distance was considered as the best matching MeSH entry. The
mention in question is finally assigned the identifier attached to this entry.
Our newly proposed approach builds upon the previously described method
and is based on the incorporation of more semantics. Firstly, two corpora, namely
the CDR corpus [18] provided by the track organisers and the NCBI Disease Corpus, were used as sources of variants actually used in scientific literature which
were added to MeSH by cross-referencing provided gold standard identifiers. Table 1 presents the resulting size of our different MeSH dictionary versions after
the application of this method.
Secondly, we compiled a list of medical root words [2] and automatically combined them with affixes that are synonymous with terms pertaining to medical
disorder such as “disease”, “deficiency”, “inflammation”, to generate potential
variants that can be then matched against MeSH. If the score of the best matching candidate retrieved for a mention using string similarity is lower than a
predefined threshold, the mention is checked for the occurrence of medical root
words. The word “neuropathy”, for example, is broken down into “neuro” (nerve
or nervous) and “pathy” (disease), based on which our method automatically
generates “nervous disease”. When used to query our own compiled MeSH dictionary, “nervous disease” fetches “nervous system disease”, thus leading to the
assignment of the correct identifier to “neuropathy”.
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Table 2: Evaluation of our normalisation approaches on the CDR Test corpus
Run 1
Run 2
Run 3

3

Precision
88.89
89.51
89.89

Recall
82.14
81.94
81.44

F-score
85.39
85.56
85.46

Results and Discussion

We applied the methods discussed above on the CDR data sets provided by
the track organisers. For disease name recognition, using a CRF model trained
on the CDR Training data set (consisting of 500 PubMed abstracts), we obtained an F-score of 81.70% (precision=87.77% and recall=76.41%) on the CDR
Development set (also with 500 abstracts), according to the evaluation library
provided.
Three different versions of our disease name normalisation approach have
been officially evaluated on the CDR Test corpus of 500 abstracts, the results of
which are presented in Table 2. All of them exploited the automatic Greek/Latin
medical root/affix translation technique, although using different thresholds in
determining whether the translation should be carried out. In the first version
(Run 1), the translation is performed only if the string similarity between the
mention in question and the topmost candidate is below a threshold of 0.92
(optimised for recall). It made use of a version of MeSH that included only
mentions from the CDR Training and Development sets. Both the second (Run
2) and third (Run 3) versions leveraged a MeSH dictionary that additionally
incorporated mentions from the NCBI Disease Corpus. A threshold of 0.94 was
applied in Run 2 while 0.96 was used in Run 3 (optimised for precision) .
We wrapped our methods as a Web service that accepts and outputs data
in the BioC format. It can be accessed at the following URL: http://nactem.
ac.uk/biocreative/dner?format=bioc&run=x, where x can be any of 1, 2 or
3, depending on the desired version of the normalisation approach, as described
above.
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